
Jurisdiction
H-ighlighting points ofmîterest within the Rome Statute, each panelist commented on the
ICC's jurisdiction. Darryl Robinson explained the complimentary nature of the Court's
jurisdiction and the crimes that fail within it. Warren Aflnund noted that while the ICC is
a huge step forward i that it will have automatic and internai jurisdiction over ail Member
States, there are shortcomings that stiil exist. For example, although the Prosecutor, a
State Party, and even the Security Coundil can trigger an investigation, the ICC stili
remains a court of ast resort - as long as the State is investigating, the ICC does flot have
jurisdiction.

A further jurisdictional shortconiing noted by Mr. Alhnand is the flict that the ICC does
flot have jurisdiction according to the custody of the accused, nor according to the
nationality of the victim. Rather, the ICC's jurisdiction is based on the nationality and
territory of the accused. Mr. Aflmand said that this explains American opposition to theICC as the USA believes that it should not be subject to international or other laws. That
is, the USA finds it unacceptable that an American soldier (or civilian) could be tried in a
non-US court. In response Irwin Cotier noted that the cornplimentary jurisdiction of the
ICC was supposed to address this concern of the USA's.

he issues of the ICC's jurisdiction van lead to forum shopping -
from their crimes and depending on where they run, they can be
t was noted that ICC ratification is helping to eliminate this issue
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